Creighton University
Accreditation History

First accredited: March 2019
Next review: March 2022
Maximum class size: 24/32/40

March 2023
Program Change: Change in program fiscal support. The commission approved the program's proposed change. No further information requested.

March 2022 (following Provisional Monitoring review)
Accreditation-Provisional; Next Comprehensive Evaluation: March 2024 (Final Provisional). The program’s maximum class size remains 40.
The commission noted zero areas of noncompliance with the Standards.

September 2020
The commission acknowledged the report providing evidence of
  • Update regarding changes in response to COVID-19. No further information requested.

June 2020
The commission acknowledged the report providing evidence of
  • The proposed plan in response to COVID-19. No further information requested.

March 2019
Accreditation-Provisional; Next Comprehensive Evaluation: March 2022 (Provisional Monitoring). The program is approved for up to 24 students in the first class of students, 32 in the second class and 40 in the third class. The commission noted zero areas of noncompliance with the Standards.